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	The first year of developing a new sales territory or customer list is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on product, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In fact, almost every sales model out there is based on nothing more than "opportunity" management. But jumping straight to opportunity will have new salespeople—or veterans developing new territories—chasing their tails for the first year or two.


	With an emphasis on basic sales skills that have been refreshed for today's generation of buyers, Trust-based Selling helps you get the most for your business when you decide it’s time to move on. shows there is a significant problem you must overcome when opening up new accounts and territories. No matter what you are selling, your prospect already has a trusted relationship with an incumbent vendor and will continue to buy from that vendor even when you have the better solution. The playing field is not level—and you’re on the wrong side. So how can you compete to win?


	"Trust is the grease that makes business sales effortless," writes sales pro and trainer Dave Monty in this quick-read book. Opportunity metrics are important, but trust—and a few sharp insider tactics Monty reveals—is the guidepost that leads to success. Trust-based Selling—an abridgement of Monty's Sales Hunting—helps you get the most for your business when you decide it’s time to move on. helps you start establishing trust before you step foot in a prospect’s door, and it shows you the tactics necessary to penetrate new accounts. It also explains:

	
		The new basic sales skills as taught by master salesman Dave Monty
	
		Why trust-based relationships enable you to open up territories and bag the biggest customers quickly
	
		How to qualify and rank customers based on traits
	
		How to get in step with the customer’s buying cycle
	
		How to establish trust-based and traditional sales metrics to guide your efforts



	With advice based on Monty’s twenty years of IT sales and sales management experience—along with principles confirmed by academic research—Trust-based Sellingis a fast read that is packed with real-life examples and prescriptions for achieving sales success. It will prove a lifesaver for any salesperson or sales manager developing a new territory or trying to penetrate new accounts.
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CRC Handbook of Modern Telecommunications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2009
Addressing the most dynamic areas of the ever-changing telecommunications landscape, this new edition of the bestselling CRC Handbook of Modern Telecommunications once again brings together the top minds and industry pioneers in wireless communication networks, protocols, and devices. 

In addition to new discussions of...
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Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-642) Configuring Windows Server 2008 Network Infrastructure (MCTS) (2nd Edition) (Microsoft Press Training Kit)Microsoft Press, 2011

	EXAM PREP GUIDE

	

	Fully updated for Windows Server 2008 R2! Ace your preparation for the skills measured by Exam 70-642 - and on the job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce and apply your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and practice...
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Organic Synthesis and Molecular EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The theory, methods, and practices needed to build molecules and supramolecular systems


	Using a synthetic approach to organic materials chemistry, this book sets forth tested and proven methods and practices that make it possible to engineer organic molecules offering special properties and functions. Throughout the book,...
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Lights On!: The Science of Power GenerationThe Johns Hopkins University, 2013

	Power generation is a relatively recent concern because humans had little need for sustained power until the dawn of the Industrial Revolution. Today, modern civilization is wholly dependent on the production and distribution of power. Without it, our way of life would be extinguished.


	In Lights On!, Mark Denny reveals the...
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Creating Digital Content : Video Production for Web, Broadcast, and CinemaMcGraw-Hill, 2001
JOIN THE DIGITAL PRODUCTION REVOLUTION!
Not very long ago, there was television, film, video, and other forms of moving imagery. Now, in the Digital Era, all of this is "content," a stream of bits providing superior picture and audio quality and options for HDTV, interactivity, e-commerce, and new ways to create and consume the...
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Practitioner's Guide to Empirically Supported Measures of Anger, Aggression, and Violence (ABCT Clinical Assessment Series)Springer, 2013

	This book shows how to conduct risk assessments of anger, agression and violence, offering tables of measures showing method of assessment, the time required and where to find additional information. Includes examples of measures, for research or clinical use.
...
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